Luxembourg, 20 January 2021

Luxair expands its range of
destinations
Dubai, Belgrade, Rostock and Scandinavia are added to Luxair’s flight plan.
Because traveling is a strong desire, Luxair and LuxairTours are constantly innovating in order to offer their
customers the possibility of getting away from it all in complete serenity. By offering new destinations that meet
market demand, Luxair and LuxairTours are trying to meet the requirements imposed by the context of the health
crisis.

Make the most of the Carnival holidays to discover brand-new destinations
Snow or sun? This winter, more than ever, customers are looking for an escape. Luxair and LuxairTours have
prepared a program that will meet all expectations.
Summer in the middle of winter in the United Arab Emirates:
Luxair introduces a unique and exclusive triangular flight Luxembourg - Dubai - Ras Al Khaimah for the Carnival
holidays. Sales open from 20 January 2021.
Departure: Monday, 15 February 2021
LG9001 Luxembourg – Dubai
LG9001 Dubai – Ras Al Khaimah

6.15 am – 3.30 pm
4.30 pm – 5.15 pm

Return: Friday, 19 February 2021
LG9002 Ras Al Khaimah - Dubai

2.15 pm – 3.00 pm

LG9002

4.00 pm – 8.10 pm

Dubai - Luxembourg

As a true cosmopolitan crossroads, Dubai has become one of the most popular and innovative cities of the
moment. A gastronomy with numerous delights and tastes, thrilling activities, discovery of local culture, Dubai
will surprise all visitors.

Winter sports guaranteed in Sälen, in Sweden:
Luxair introduces a unique and exclusive flight to Sälen, Sweden, for the Carnival holidays. Sales open from 20
January 2021.
Departure: Monday, 15 February 2021
LG9153 Luxembourg – Sälen
Return: Friday, 19 February 2021
LG9154 Sälen – Luxembourg

11.00 am – 1.20 pm
12.40 pm – 3.00 pm

When Sälen puts on its white coat, the Swedish mountains become a must-see for all winter sports enthusiasts.
In addition to these two destinations, Luxair and LuxairTours offer a selection of destinations to get away from
it all in the best conditions during the Carnival holidays.
As of 19 January, customers can take advantage of exceptional offers, available:
•

on www.luxair.lu and www.luxairtours.lu

•

by contacting +352 2456 1

•

in the Luxair TravelStore travell agencies in Munsbach and at Luxembourg airport

•

in travel agencies

A summer 2021 full of surprises
For summer 2021, Luxair introduces 3 new destinations:
Oslo, Norway:
Oslo is an ideal destination for a city trip and will directly be accessible from Luxembourg. The captivating
colors, diverse cultures and surrounding nature make Oslo an intoxicating city.
Luxair will serve Oslo, twice a week from 3 May 2021 and three times a week from June 2021. Sales open on
25 January 2021.
Monday
LG5553 Luxembourg – Oslo
LG5554 Oslo – Luxembourg
Wednesday and Friday
LG5553 Luxembourg – Oslo

3.55 pm – 6.25 pm

LG5554

7.10 pm – 9.50 pm

Oslo – Luxembourg

6.25 am – 8.55 am
9.40 am – 12.20 pm

Rostock, Germany :
Rostock, a vibrant city, is located by the Baltic Sea and offers one of the most attractive beaches in Germany Warnemünde Beach.
Luxair will connect Luxembourg and Rostock once a week from 19 June 2021.
Sales open on 25 January 2021.
Saturday
LG9977 Luxembourg – Rostock
LG9978 Rostock – Luxembourg

11.20 am – 12.55pm
1.40 pm – 3.20 pm

Belgrade, Serbia :
Belgrade is a warm, welcoming and authentic city, renowned for its festive atmosphere and its hospitality.
Luxair will fly to Belgrade twice a week from 03 June 2021.
Sales open on 25 January 2021.
Thursday
LG8113 Luxembourg – Belgrade
LG8114 Belgrade – Luxembourg
Sunday
LG8115 Luxembourg – Belgrade

8.35 am – 11.05 am

LG8116

11.45 am – 2.25 pm

Belgrade – Luxembourg

6.05 am – 8.35 am
9.20 am – 12.05 pm

New LuxairTours brochures: inspirations for summer 2021
The LuxairTours brochures are a great source of inspiration to browse through before planning a trip.
With the release of its new brochures, LuxairTours aims to make it easier to book travel packages. The
brochures' segmentation has been revamped in order to offer a wide range of offers that meet the wishes and
budgets of all its customers.

Brochure Vakanz “Uncompromising quality”
A range of all-inclusive stays by the sea or in the mountains with carefully selected
addresses, to guarantee the highest level of quality and safety.

Brochure Happy Summer “Mini price, maxi holidays”
The hotels selected in this brochure offer excellent value for money and comprehensive
facilities as well as a variety of themes, combining friendliness and discovery.

Brochure Excellence “Unique moments”
Each address featured in this brochure is a blend of luxury and elegance.

The brochures are available on www.luxairtours.lu or in travel agencies.

A year 2020 strongly impacted by Covid-19
Despite the possibility to travel in the second half of the year, the demand for travel has decreased sharply
compared to 2019.
Although demand remained weak in December, LuxairTours recorded a peak in last minute bookings for the
Christmas holidays. The bookings even exceeded those of the same period in 2019.
Unfortunately, this increase could not be witnessed by Luxair for flight-only travel, for which the number of
passengers decreased by 2/3 compared to 2019.
Closely related to the decline in Luxair's activity, LuxairServices Catering recorded a 65% drop in the number of
meals produced for Luxair in 2020 and an 8% drop for third party companies.
Meanwhile, LuxairCARGO achieved +6% of its handled volume, with a record activity in November 2020 (96,524
tons).
2021 will remain impacted by the Covid-19 crisis. LuxairTours recorded a 63% drop in its bookings for the
beginning of the year compared to 2019. As for the airline, it has seen a 78% decrease in its reservations over
the same period.
Luxair and LuxairTours remain positive about the developments and continue to offer a relevant and attractive
travel offer to their customers.

Annex: Press Kit taking stock of 2020

